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ne time I broke one of my big toes
while working. I went to have an
X-ray, which showed that the bone was
broken in three places. The doctor told
me, “There is nothing much we can
do for you.” He went ahead and taped
my toes together and didn’t even put
it in a splint and sent me back. I was
sort of walking around gingerly. Shifu
ran into me in the Great Compassion
Quarters. He insisted on having me sit
down. He did one of his healing hands
(as of the Forty-Two Hands and Eyes)
on my feet. I am not sure what he was
reciting—what Dharma or mantras he
was practicing. But as he was doing it,
I could feel my bones were moving. I
assumed that Shifu was aware that if
he did not step in and help, then there
would be some kind of problems in the
end. Because I have seen that in the past
there was an American monk (Gwo
Sun Shr might remember his name)
during the Session at Gold Mountain
Monastery at 15th St., who got a blood
clot in his legs. I remember Shifu went
to him and gave a similar treatment for
him. It was a very dangerous situation
for if nothing was done about it, the
clot could break and cause a stroke and
go into the brain. So Shifu took care
of it.
Since you asked about the difference
between now and then, “then” has
the benefit of Shifu’s presence and
his encouragement. He also stressed

the importance of maintaining the
schedule and not being casual about
doing ceremonies. We were always
running away and breaking the rules
to a certain extent [chuckling]. But you
know we did our best. There are many
stories about people’s breaking the
rules however. Like Heng Ju’s episode
with apple pie on the roof. I think
everything is pretty much the same
now as then except the ceremonies are
more refined; the Sangha has learned
more to do the ceremonies correctly.
And because there are more people
who are actually cultivating, there are
more people naturally following the
rules and programs than there used
to be. I am encouraged by the way
things are going now. I don’t really feel
Shifu has left, although his physical
presence isn’t here, so we miss out on
the scolding [chuckles].
As for the question you asked
about why there are fewer American
monks now than before, it is because
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ԫڻΔڂՠ܂ທګᆬ
Օࣀਐᙰ࠹႞Δװᅃ
ფ܌ཎ٠ΔթवሐᙰڶԿឰ
ါΖ᠔سᎅΚψݺଚլ౨ᚥ܃
չᏖΖωྥ৵ݺނᆬࣀਐץฮ
৵ΔՈ֭ףآਮ༉װڃݺΔݺ
ؘႊ՛֨ᜠᜠऱߨሁΖ߷ԫ֚ڇ
Օ༟ᄥሖࠩஃ׀Δהഒ݄ݺ
ՀΖ߷شהएఐऱ֫)ڕԼԲ֫
ณ*࣋ݺڇᆬՂΔݺլवሐڇהആ
չᏖΔਢᆖ֮ࢨਢࡃΖ܀ਢᅝ
ףڇהΔݺტࠩᆬࣀਐऱᙰ
ڇฝ೯Δஃ׀ᅝழ࣠ڕլᚥݺऱ
ᇩΔ৵࣠ױ౨լუΖڂݺ
ڇԼնဩ८՞ᆣڝऱழଢΔڶԫ
ଡભഏቖԳ)࣠ஃࢨಖהऱ
*ڗټΔהऱፒຝڶԫଡۨΔ
ݺམؾᚰஃ׀Ոٵشᑌֱڤᚥה
ए᛭Ζ߷ਢԫଡৰᣤૹऱൣउΔ
֗ڶ࣠ڕழए᛭Δۨధါᄎ
ທګᆰຝխଅΔࢉڶړஃ׀ᣂᅃ
הΖ
ᅝݺรԫڻሖࠩՂԳΔڇ
הஆՀᖂΔݺ࿇ߪԫଡ۫
ֱԳΔ݄ڇᝑഘᦫᝑΔਢݺԫس
խ່ᣄࠩऱԫٙࠃΔ༉ቝ֚ޢ
၌መԫ՛ழאՂኙݺऱᙰؚԫ
ᑌΔڇᝫڶԫᑌऱტᤚΖឈྥ
ტᤚᖂ۵ऄৰړΔ܀ՈৰܺᣄΖ
મćᓫᓫሐመࡉװڇऱլ
ٵΖ
ඌćመݺװଚ࠹墿࣍ஃ׀ऱ۰
ࡉהऱቔᚐΖהൄൎᓳፂՕฒ
פᓰऱૹΔৰᣤऱၞ۩ٺ
ႈᏚ૩Ζᅝழݺଚൄൄೢೢၒ
ൾΔڶڍլښఢऱਚࠃΔ༉
ቝਁࠠHeng Juലᤔ࣠ືৢࠩݫ
ऱࠃΖڇৰࠃڍᝫਢቝאছԫ
ᑌऱΔೈᏚڤਢֺለՂ૩ሐԱΔ
ڂቖቸवሐ৻ᑌإᒔऱᏚڤΖ
ۖଥ۩ऱԳՈڍԱΔࢬֺڶא
ለڍऱԳᙅ༛ఢࡉפᓰΔݺ
ኙؾছऱणउݺტᤚڶၞޡΖݺ
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there were so many obstacles during the
course of building the Jeweled Hall. I
think in general Shifu’s vision isn’t easy
to establish. I can attest to that from my
own background, because it had taken
me so long to get rid of some of the
obstacles, the coverings, habits, and the
way of thinking that are so common to
Westerners, in order to understand or
get an idea what Shifu was about. But
just because it is difficult, I don’t think
it is a case that shouldn’t be done.
If it takes a long time to get started,
perhaps it will last a long time, once
it has been established. As conditions
ripen, it will happen. I am not of any
opinion of when this can be done,
right away, next year, or….I just have
the faith that it will not happen until it
is appropriate. That is my feeling.

On Taking Refuge and Receiving
Precepts
Q: I heard that you and Craig [Gwo
Sun Shr] took the 10 Major and 48
Minor Bodhisattva Precepts at the
same time. Can you talk about the
background of that as well as how you
felt about it?
A: I had a great deal of difficulty in
understanding the concept of taking
precepts and the idea of becoming
a disciple. I didn’t understand why
it was necessary to do any of those
things. I thought, “Well, why can you
just associate and do your best and
why bother to formalize anything?” I
was told by various people that this is
what I should do: I should take refuge.
I should take precepts. I should do
this and that. So I went along with
the program. I did not understand the
importance of taking refuge until after
I took refuge. After I took refuge, I had
a dream. In the dream I was in a big
room full of golden light. There were
people there welcoming me, like my
new family. I was a little baby. They
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were all adults. I felt I had come home.
I would never have had that dream,
feeling or experience had I not taken
refuge. It is a kind of “you learn as you
do” experience for me.
Craig and I were both thinking
about leaving home for a long time, but
I just decided to stop thinking about it
after it nearly drove me crazy for about
five or ten years. I couldn’t make up my
mind. I must have too many obstacles.
Shifu was very adamant about this:
If you leave home life, you leave for
good, for your whole life, not with
the intent of going back to lay life.
Because he was very adamant in that
respect, I didn’t feel that I should leave
home until after I was absolutely sure,
so I wouldn’t make a mistake. Leaving
the home life is still in the back of
my mind, but it is not a priority or
something I think a lot about.
I bought some properties which
I am developing in Willits, and I
also work here [at CTTB]. I am not
attached to any of it particularly. I feel
that the world is in a very tenuous place
right now. I don’t feel the world at large
is very stable, and it won’t be stable
for very long. I remember one time I
was walking in the great Compassion
Quarters and saw Shifu. Shifu gave
me instructions on how to build big
beds for people. We don’t have them in
the West, but I guess that in the East
there are large rooms for community
beds for 20 or 30 people to sleep, all
on one bed. I just have the feeling
that this place is going to expand in a
surprising way. Needing them would
partly be due to conditions outside as
they change and affect CTTB for short
periods of time. So it is important for
us to prepare somewhat for the future.
Q: Any story about your parents?
A: My family was fundamentalist
Christian. They were really antagonistic
towards the Abbot [Ven. Master].

They felt as if he were a cult leader. So
when they came down to visit me one
time here at CTTB, Shifu said to my
mother, “You know your son will do
anything I tell him to do (like a cult
follower would do), so if you want him
to get married, I will tell him to get
married, and he will go get married.
All you have to do is to go bow to the
Buddha. Go bow to the Buddha once,
and I will tell him to go get married
[chuckle].” They both thought that
was a little funny. But I could never get
them to bow, or even nod their heads
in acknowledgement of Buddhism.
But they did change their way of
perceiving the Abbot. They began to
think of him as a kindly old man. Yet,
they were still fixed in their ways—
very difficult for them to deal with any
“outsider.” I took the time to take care
of my parents from 1986 to 1996.

On the 18 Days of Fasting
It was very difficult. Yet just because
everybody was doing it, I decided to do
it. We transferred the merit and virtue to
the purchase of this property (CTTB).
I got some fire disease. The right side
of my face got all swollen. Shifu said
I should drink some grapefruit juice,
which I did. After I first met the Abbot
and studied under him, I found that as
a Westerner, sitting in the lecture was
one of the most difficult things that I
ever had to do in my life. I felt as if I
was getting hit on my head by a stick
every day for over an hour. It is still
that way in a sense. It is wonderful,
and it is also difficult.

My Daily Practice
I recited the Shurangama Heart Mantra
every evening. I thought merely because
of Earth Store Bodhisattva’s vow, I had
more affinity with him. I do! তྤ
׆៲چဆ៳ (Na Mo Di Zang Wang
Pu Sa “Homage to Earth Treasury
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King Bodhisattva”) most of the time,
to keep myself from having false
thinking. His vow is so far-reaching.
I also do morning ceremony and
read/recite sutras. As far as responses
are concerned, I think I was able to
develop a more humane relationship
with my family—both of parents were
able to accept their death very well. I
consider that a response to some of my
effort to cultivate some merit on their
behalf.
(The End)
լტᤚஃ׀բᆖլڇԱΔڂה
ऱۚߪլڇຍ㠪Δݺଚ֘ۖޓᡖ
࢚הኙݺଚऱຂᒼ)᎘ూᜢ*Ζ
મćݺଚऱՕႂᣪᄥ۶ழאױ።
ګΛ
ඌćڂڇ৬ᣪᄥऱመ࿓խΔڶ
֜ڍऱᎽᡶΖݺუԫࠐᎅΔஃ
׀ऱߠਢլ࣐ሒګΖאױݺଡ
ԳऱહནᢞࣔΔݺक़Աৰ९ԫ
ழၴΔೈݺװऱ៱)Ꮍᡶ*Δ
ࠏڕԫֱ۫ԳൄߠऱઠထΕ
ࢤፖუऄΔթڶᙄऄษچԱᇞ
ࣔػஃ׀ऱუऄΖ܀ਢլ౨ڂ
ֺለܺᣄΔ༉լװΖ࣠ڕ
Ꮑৰ९ழၴװၲࡨΔԫ؟৬م
א৵ΔࢨՈᄎᥛৰ९ԫழ
ၴΖࢬڂאᒴګᑵԱΔ،༉ᄎנ
ऱΖݺլਢᎅ۶ழګݙאױΔ
ᅝՀࢨࣔࢨڣΞΞΖݺਢॾڶ
֨چᎅΔڇᖲᒴګآᑵছਢլᄎ
࿇سΔຍਢݺऱტ࠹Ζ
મćᦫᎅ൞ࡉ࣠)܌ஃ*ࠟଡ
Գٵழ࠹ԼૹԼԶ᎘ဆ៳ݹΔ
ᓫԫᓫᅝழऱહནࡉტ࠹Ζ
ඌćݺৰᣄԱᇞΔኙ࠹ݹऱᨠ࢚
ࡉګ۵ݬऱუऄΔլԱᇞ
չᏖԫࡳຍࠄࠃΛݺუΚψ
չᏖݺլ౨ਢࡉ۵ඒڶ
ᣂΔྥ৵ጐԺװΛ۶ڶڍ
Գݺ္ܫΔຍਢؘݺႊऱΚᚨ
ᇠઅࠉΔᚨᇠ࠹ݹΔᚨᇠຍᑌΔ

ᚨᇠ߷ᑌΛωᅝழࠀլࣔػઅࠉ
ऱૹࢤΔݺਢᇿထۖբΔ
ऴࠩઅࠉא৵թࣔػΖઅࠉא৵
ԱԫଡኄΔኄխڇݺԫଡךየ
८٠ऱՕࢪၴ㠪Ζ㠪૿ڶڍ
ԳΔቝᄅ୮அԫᑌᦟ०ݺΖݺ
ਢଡ՛᚛ࠝΔהଚຟਢՕԳΔტ
ᤚቝࠩڃ୮ԫᑌΖڶݺ࣠ڕઅ
ࠉΔݺլᄎ߷ଡኄΔՈլᄎڶ
߷ტ࠹ࡉᆖ᧭Δຍ༉ቝψᢰᢰ
ᖂωऱᆖ᧭Ζ
ݺࡉ܌ൄუࠩנ୮Δ
נ୮࢚ᙰ༓ሓግݺΔ܀ਢᆖመ
նࢨԼڣհ৵Δࡳެݺլ٦װუ
،ΖྤݺऄՀެ֨Δڂڍ֜ڶ
ᎽᡶԱΖஃ׀ኙຍរऱޣਢৰ
ᣤऱΔ࣠ڕנ୮߷ਢԱ۞
աړΔਢ۞աऱԫسΔլ٦
ڶژᝫঋऱ࢚ᙰΖڂהৰഒ
Δࢬݙآࡸݺڇא٤ᒔࡳհ
ছΔݺլᄎ᎘ᜰڐ೯Δլح
ᙑΖݺսਢᄎუࠩנ୮ऱࠃΔ܀
ຍլਢؾছ່ᚌ٣ऱࠃΔՈլਢ
ݺൄუऱࠃΖ
 ڇ ݺWillis၇ Ա ࠄ Ւ  چᄷ ໂ
ၲ࿇ΔՈڇᆄ۵ৄՠΔࠀڶ
ܑႜٻୌԫႈΖݺᤚؾছຍ
ଡਢԫଡৰլࡳऱֱچΔ
ۖᄎլࡳԫৰ९ழၴΖಖ
ڶԫߨݺڻၞՕ༟ᄥழሖࠩஃ
׀Δஃ׀ݺਐڕق۶װԫ
ऱԳ።Օု)ݩΚຏᔮ*Ζֱ۫ڇ
ਢڶຍᑌऱຏᔮΔݺ܀ෲუڇ
ֱࣟਢڶຍᑌऱՕࢪၴՕຏᔮΔ
ࠎאױԲΕԿԼଡԳጕᤚऱچ
ֱΖڶݺԫጟტᤚΔຍଡֱچ
ല᧫אԳऱֱڤឩ്ದࠐΖݺଚ
ᄎᏁຍࠄՕຏᔮΔਢڂ؆ᒴ
ऱ᧢ޏΔ،ലᄎᜯழཚփאໂ
ᆄ۵ᆣৄመྀᚨ৺հشΖࢬݺא
ଚࠐآԫࠄᄷໂਢৰૹ
ऱΖ
મćᓫᓫڶᣂ൞ᠨᘣऱਚࠃ

ඌćݺऱ୮அΔਢ᥆࣍ഗءඒᆠ
ऱഗᅮஈΖהଚਢৰ֘ኙՂԳΔ
אהਢԫଡߵඒᏆΖڶԫڻ
הଚࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄݺΔݺಖஃ
္ܫ׀୮ئΚψ܃वሐࠝ܃ᄎ
ࠉݺऱਐقΔװٚ۶ऱࠃ)༉ቝ
ߵඒॾஈԫᑌ*Δࢬ࣠ڕאה
װദΔݺᄎהה္ܫദΔ
הᄎᦫᇩװദऱΖ܀ਢ܃ഄԫ
ᏁऱΔ༉ਢװ۵ॲື៖Δ
ື៖ԫڻΔݺ༉װהദ
)᎘ూᜢ*Ζωݺऱᠨᘣຟᤚڶ
រױూΔ܀ਢݺءᙄऄᣠࣚ
הଚװ៖۵Δࢨਢᨃהଚኙ۵ඒ
ऱᎁवរᙰΖ܀ਢຍࠃଙআޏګ
᧢הଚኙֱՁऱऄΔၲࡨᤚ
ՂԳਢۯს壁ऱ۔ԳΙឈྥהଚ
ᝫਢࡐ۞ښաऱֱڤΔৰᣄࡉψ
؆ԳωٌؚሐΖ! ڇԫԶք۟ԫ
քڣၴݺᑉழᠦၲᆣৄΔڃ
୮ᅃݺऱᠨᘣΖ
મćᓫᓫឰଇԼԶֲऱᆖ᧭
ඌćຍਢৰܺᣄΔ܀ਢڂՕ୮
ຟڇΔࢬݺאՈެࡳᇿထΔ
ݺଚലפᐚಱٻ၇ᆄ۵ᆣৄ
ࢪขԫࠃΖᅝழݺԱԫጟψ
־ωఐ)ုΚՂ־Ա*Δݺऱ׳
ᜭᙬᆭԱΖஃ׀ᎅݺᚨᇠ໘ᆿရ
ਸ਼تΔݺՈᅃԱΖ
મć൞ֲޢऱפᓰਢչᏖΛ
ඌć֚ޢݺເඡആᄛᣤࡃࡃ
֨Ζ׆៲چဆ៳ऱՕᣋΔᨃݺᤚ
ֺለᘣ२ΔࢬאՕຝٝழၴݺ
ψতྤ׆៲چဆ៳ωᆣᇆΔה
ऱՕᣋྤᒡΔࠐַݺದڐუΖ
ݺՈڰᓰΔᔹᦰࢨਢ࢚ᆖΖ۟
࣍ڶᣂტᚨຝٝΔݺუݺፖݺऱ
୮அֺڶለᘜऱᣂএΔݺऱᠨ
ᘣຟ౨ࡖྥ૿ኙ൷࠹הଚऱڽ
ՋΔຍࠄຟਢݺהଚଥפᐚऱ
ტᚨܣΜ!!!!!!!!!!!!!)٤֮*ݙ
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